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Set Your Sail

with Perception Coaching

Talents in Mind

Which talents help you:
Know what's important?
Prioritize tasks?
Create a system or
habit?
Commit to action?
Reflection (pages 3-4)
focuses on commitment.
To be productivefirst identify what
needs doing (see
issue1.5). Secondcommit to actions!
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TALENT

@perceptivate

EXPLORATION

Commit to
focus
the
culmination
of decisionmaking
What would you
do if you had
time?

Prioritize and set
aside time!

Attending to current responsibilities fills our work time. Ensure
important projects and promising initiatives on your list see the
light of day; identify powerful ideas that you often think about,
yet never find time to develop. Commit to focus on the one idea
with the greatest potential, or for which you have the clearest
vision. Set time in your schedule to begin planning!
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Endurance Project

Which of your talents
help you commit to the
right thing and set you
up for success?
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Set aside time and space
to focus on making
progress on one important
thing. To leverage my
talents, I actively think
about strategies and how
effectively they move my
project forward.

Have you pursued a certification or
higher education goals? Some projects
are complex; they are dependent on
outside resources, feedback, or input.
They can take weeks, months, or
What daunting goal has been
years.
on your mind? What
What in your life deserves this kind of
attention? How can this energize your circumstances* would set you
talents?
up for success?
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*Consider your preferences/talents for information,
working with others, and task management

EVERYDAY
PRODUCTIVITY

Increased well-being
provides energy and
focus for productive
habits.
Get your needs met to
fuel productivity!

Daily productivity
Think about the things
you want to occupy your
day. Often we deny
ourselves these things
because we don't have
time or energy to add
them to our day. Consider
feeding your talents to get
more of what you want:
schedule it
partner with a friend
pay in advance
have 3 options

ASK YOURSELF

What do you do
everyday to be your
best you?

Match up your wants
with your needs to create
powerful habits. Going
for a walk and talk, or
walk and think sets you
up for your next
productive step!

We support your organization's
efforts to productively show your
talents!
perceptioncoaching.org

